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Please answer all questions in the given space $rt t_anla

1.

l.l
Iron deficiency anemia is more common condition in Sri Lankan children and *ornro(
List the causes for iron deficiencY? (20 marks)
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1.3 What are the preventive methods of iron deficiency anbmia? (30 mark$
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Part B

Index Number: '

He does not do any regular exercise'

If necessary you can use the following equations
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Answer all questions in the space giYgo

z.o Mr. piyal is a 46 year ord office worker. He was identified having diabetes mellitus

t,ypeI[,8monthsLack,withoutanyoth11medica1complications.His
anthropometry is as follows, height - |,57 m arid weight - s2.2 kg. Atong with his

medical treatments, he was askel for diet ,on,rtl, A i"ti'g li f& months' blood :

' sugar levels were under control and he has reduced 2 kgs ott'it weight' but after

that no control of blood sugar as well as reduction of wiight was observed. Mr. \r J

Piyal's food record is given below, 
i.
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6.00 am - water 1 cuP

6.40 am _ Tea *itt' *im 1 cup (3 tea spoons Full cream milk

po*0.i,-i i.u rpoon of UatieO milk, 01 tea spoon of sugar)

9. 1 0 am - string t oppers 
'1 

5 , coconut sambol 02 table spoons, "Kirihodin'

1,30 pm - RiceI %' coconut shell spoons, fish 01 piece with gravy, beans
- 

5 Pieces, dhal 02 table sPoons

5.00 pm - Tea with milk 1 cup as morning with 03 biscuits

9.30 im - Rice 03 coconut shell spoons, fish' beans 5 piec'

Male
Female -

e) *if* ht (cm) - 0 t?! aee 
!rr).

BMR d55.1 + 9.5x wt Gd + 1.85i ht (cm) - 4'67xage (yr)

and what is the preferable body weight?

(20 marks)
2,1 Calculate BMI, comment on BMI

)
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2.4 To plan a diet do you require any other information or tools? Explain.

(20 marks)
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2.2 Calculate expected energy expen
State any assumption.

Comment on this diet diary.

( l0 marks)

( 30 rnarks)

iture (EPE) for currsrt body weight. \
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2.5 Suggest a suitable meal. (Make necessary adjustments in same diet schedule, the

patient is cunently taking) ( 20 marks)
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